Emerging Commercial Applications for Small Satellites

When: Tuesday, March 24, 2009
Time: 9 AM-4 PM
Where: Stanford University, Palo Alto California

Workshop Description:
The successful design and development of very small, entrepreneurial satellites is leading to a broad discussion surrounding potential commercial applications and educational opportunities across a range of areas. This workshop will bring together a select group of space professionals, entrepreneurs and potential customers to explore and discuss emerging payloads, markets, educational applications and the business case for these spacecraft.

Presenters include:
- Bob Twiggs, small spacecraft pioneer, professor emeritus Stanford University and co-founder and Space Systems Engineer SEF Spaceworks, Sunnyvale, California;
- Robert Zee, Space Flight Laboratory, University of Toronto Institute for Aerospace Studies, Toronto, Canada;
- Craig Clark, Clyde Space Ltd, Glasgow, Scotland; and
- Charles MacGillivray, Manager Nano-Satellite Programs, Boeing, Huntington Beach, California.

Registration Fee:
$149 general / $99 university (includes workshop materials and lunch). Click here to register. Registration deadline is Monday, March 17, 2009. Space is limited so register early.

Questions:
For general questions contact Jeffrey Manber, SEF Spaceworks. 202-413-0621, jeffrey.manber@sefspaceworks.com

Registration questions/issues should be addressed to bflexter@sefspaceworks.com.

Sponsors:
SEF Spaceworks; Stanford University, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics; Aviation Week & Space Technology, Belcan and Kentucky Space.